Gas Industry Standards Board

Request to change the Shipper Imbalance Statement Data Set so that the data set can be used for path and unpathed transactions. (Currently the Data Set can only be used for Pathed transactions.)

Date of Request: November 20, 1996

1. Submitting Entity & Address:
   Market Settlement Task Force

2. Contact Person, Phone #, Fax #, Electronic Mailing Address:
   Market Settlement Chairs: Charlie Bass, Wade Hopper, Joyce Phillips

3. Description of Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
   The shipper imbalance statement was designed for use with a path nominations model type.

4. Use of Proposed Standard or Enhancement
   In order to use this data set to accommodate both path nominations and unpathed nominations, the Market Settlement Task Force is asking that the data element "Model Type" be added to the data set. The usage code on other data elements in the data set will also have to be reviewed to determine which of the data element should have a usage code of conditional based on the new "Model Type" data element.

5. Description of Any Tangible or Intangible Benefits to the Use of the Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
   The request is a proposed update to the data set to correct an oversight in the original design of the data set.

6. Estimate of Incremental Specific Costs to Implement Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
   N/A

7. Description of Any Specific Legal or Other Considerations:
   N/A

8. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is Not Tested Yet, List Trading Partners Willing to Test Standard or Enhancement (Corporations and contacts):
   N/A

9. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is In Use, Who Are the Trading Partners:
Industry participants that allow for nonpathed nominations on a contract.

10. **Attachments** (such as: further detailed proposals, transaction data descriptions, information flows, implementation guides, business process descriptions, examples of ASC ANSI X12 mapped transactions):

    N/A